
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

QUERIES REGARDING THE PAYE AND VAT TREATMENT OF THE UIF TERS PAYMENTS 

Members have referred a number of queries regarding the employees’ tax and VAT treatment 

of the UIF TERS payments. We have engaged with SARS on these queries and await feedback.  

We will update members via the SAICA Integritax Facebook page and via email where 

necessary. Please ‘like’ our Facebook page to ensure that you receive up to date information as 

and when we receive it. 

See below summary of queries submitted to SARS: 

Employees’ tax implications 

1. How does one disclose the TERS benefit on the payslip? SARS to advise if there is a 

SARS/PAYE code for the TERS benefit or whether it must be coded as exempt income? 

2. Many employers won’t receive their TERS benefit before the payroll run - so the amount to 

be paid is one of the uncertainties the employers are faced with. Employers would, however, 

like to still be able to pay their employees a full salary where possible, but the TERS payment 

is not yet available in certain circumstances.  

3. SARS to advise as to the recommended solution for payroll disclosure and for not 

contravening the UIF requirements. The core issue is that one has to declare what will be 

paid, before submitting. For people below the threshold, the UIF benefit they are going to get 

is unknown. So if the employer pays these individuals before knowing what the benefit is, it 

will be difficult to determine how to split this between what is TERS and what isn’t. 

In this regard, the UIF rules are really unclear. See this extract from the FAQ, for ease of 

reference: 

Employers may supplement these benefits, but employees may not get their full salary 

PLUS the benefit. The maximum that an employee may accordingly receive (from the 

UIF and their employer) is 100% of her/ his salary. What if the employer paid the 

employee? Can the employer still claim the benefit? 

https://protect-za.mimecast.com/s/zsU-CAnXNVsNLLkWhWsAh8?domain=facebook.com


 

Yes. The employer may claim the benefit and may retain the value of the benefit already 

paid to the employee. 

 In order to avoid disputes, it is recommended that the employee’s payslip reflects ‘TERS 

Benefit’ (in the event that the employee is paid the value of the benefit) or ‘Includes TERS 

Benefit’ (if the employee is paid an amount higher than the TERS benefit). 

4. An illustration to demonstrate the practical challenge with the timing:  

An employee normally earns R7 000. For simplicities sake, let’s presume the maximum 

TERS benefit this employee could get is R3 000. The employer has applied for TERS but 

hasn’t received it by 25 April. The employer pays the employee R7 000 hoping that the TERS 

amount will be R3 000. The concern is that the employer can’t accurately calculate the PAYE 

as at that point they don’t know what the TERS amount will be. Will the employer have to 

withhold PAYE on the full R7 000 as at that point they don’t know how much, if any, TERS 

benefit will be allocated to that particular employee? 

If this the correct treatment, how will the employer be able to fix the PAYE withheld once the 

TERS amount is finally known? 

VAT implications 

1.  It seems as if the employer company is required to issue an invoice for the TERS amount – 

see paragraph 4.9 of the extract from the template memorandum of agreement between UIF 

and employer.  

 

2. There is uncertainty regarding what the VAT implications of this “invoice” (tax invoice?) would 

be (if any)? SARS guidance in this regard would be appreciated. 

 


